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1. Introduction 
Let (s, j, o) be a normal j-algebra, that is, s is a split solvable Lie algebra, j is 
an almost complex structure satisfying the integrability condition j[x, y] = 
[jx, y] + [x, jy] + j[jx, jy] and o is a linear form on s such that (x, y) = O[ Jo, y] 
is symmetric, positive definite and j-invariant. If @(x, y) = - (x, jy ) is the IGihler 
form, then @ = do. 
We will say that (s, j,w) and (Z, y, 6) are equivalent if there exists a Lie algebra 
isomorphism (+ such that jc = u-j and G(T = o (that is, (P is complex linear and 
orthogonal). When the Lie algebra isomorphism is only complex the triples 
(s, j, o) and (F, j, 6) will b e said to be isomorphic (compare [8]). Furthermore, 
normal j-algebras are said to be irreducible if they cannot be decomposed into a 
sum of j-invariant ideals. 
One of the purposes of this note is to describe the pairs ( j, o) on a given split 
solvable Lie algebra s. We prove (Theorem 3.7) that if (s, j, o) is irreducible, 
then any other triple (s, j, &) is isomorphic to (s, j, o) up to conjugation (hence 
(s, J, G) is irreducible). Thus every Lie algebra isomorphism between two irreduc- 
ible normal j-algebras gives rise to a complex (up to conjugation) isomorphism 
(Corollary 3.8). The proof presented is purely algebraic, based only on the theory 
of normal j-algebras. Furthermore, we establish a one to one correspondence 
between equivalence classes of (s, j, o) on an irreducible normal j-algebra s, and 
a quotient spat : of (R’)‘, where r is the codimension of [s, s]. Known results of 
Pyatetskii-Shapiro [8] show that isomorphism classes of normal j-algebras are in 
one to one correspondence with biholomorphic equivalence classes of bounded 
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homogenous domains in C’I. The Bergman metric in the domain corresponds to a 
distinguished admissible w but the family of admissible forms defines a wider class 
of Kahler metrics (various properties of them have been studied by .I. D’Atri in 
[4.5]). We parametrize the isometry classes of all Kahler metrics on a given 
domain in Proposition 3.4. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this note s will denote a solvable Lie algebra such that the 
eigenvalues of a~!, , x f s are all real. Such an algebra is called split solvable. Let n 
denote the commutator subalgebra [s, s] and let j be a complex structure, o a 
linear form such that (s, j, o) is a normai j-algebra. Let Q denote the orthogonal 
complement of n with respect to the inner product induced by w. From the 
structure theorem of Pyatetskii-Shapiro [S], one then has: 
* The subalgebra u is abelian. 
0 The subalgebra n can be represented as the direct sum of the root spaces 
n, = {x E n: [II, x] = +a)~, Jt E a} with respect to the adjoint action of Q on n. 
There are roots Ed, . . . , q, r = dim a, such that ju is the direct sum of the 
one-dimensional root spaces nFl, i = 1,. . . , r. 
With proper labelling all other roots are of the form $ Q, $ (Q + E,,,), I 5 k < 
I?I 5 r (although not all these need be roots). Furthermore, jn,,, = n+, and 
. 
P(qr.& = n(q~F,,p 
0 Q( in,,,,) = 0, m # k and EJ jn,J # 0, in particular, the roots q , . . . , E, are 
linearly independent. 
@ The decc?mposition = c, n, is orthogonal with respect to any admissible o. 
Moreover, any such w vanishes on npki, and ntFkkF,,,),2, 15 k < m 5 r, thus any 
other linear form which coincides with w on ja defines the same inner product. 
(For a proof of the last two assertions see [5].) 
3. Uniqueness of complex structures 
Let (s, j, o) and (s, j, &) be two normal j-algebras and let a (respectively i) 
denote the orthogonal complement of n with respect to w (respectively 6). Being 
G and 6 Cartan subalge bras of a solvable Lie algebra s, they are conjugate by 
an automorphism c of s (see [2,3]). Let A = ( E, , . . . , Ed} (respectively x = 
I- &,9. * a. gr}) be the set of fundamental roots (see Section 2) and let xx.,& be the 
elements in nFk,n,; such that q( jx,) = <( jfk) = S,, i,k = 1, . . . , r. 
Lemma 3.1. Jf (s, j, CO) and (s, j, G) are normal j-algebras, every automorphism a 
of s such that ua = & satisfies a5i = (+: i = 1, . . . , r> = A. 
Proof. Let r be the set of roots of the adjoint action of Q on tt, 
42 ={aEF:2a,isaroot). 
and 
We denote with F, ri ,?, f’ and ?: the corresponding set of roots of the acijoint 
action of 2 and n. 
If u is an automorphism such that aa = a’, then a preserves root es. hence 
o*P = r’, a*c = c. Also, it is clear that c # 0 (E, E 1;) and 1; C A. Thus 
r,cnn&i. 
Since E, E <, there exists i, E { 1,. . . r} such that E, = @ Assume Ed = F^lra. 
lsk<r and consider Q+,. If Q+ 1 is in r’, by the same argument as before, 
%+1 = Kk+, 0. If &k+r is not in Tz, then !(E, + Q+~) is a root for some s < k + 1. 
Now ~+i E r’ = off’; thus if Ed+, = $(& IT i& then iFi, + i(gi + C,) is a root, 
contradicting the structure theorem in Section 2. Hence Q+ 1 = zjf c and A = 
cr*i as claimed. U 
- i 
Let S, denote the permutation group of Y clc~~~~~nts. 
Remark 3.2. If (s, j, o) and (s, j, &) are two normal j-aigzbras with a = C, by 
taking u = id in the previous lemma, we have FP (, , = E,, for ?;cJrne p E S,. In 
particular, the root space decompositions corrt*sponding t:? btitil structures 
coincide. 
Given a normal j-algebra (s, j, CO) with set of fundamental roots & we will say 
that p E S, is admissible if every other root of the adjoint action of a on n is one 
of the form 4&~(i,, f(&Pr(k) + Q~,), p(k) < p(Z). If R’ denotes the set of positive 
real numbers, in (R’)’ we introduce the following equivalence relation. 
(fl,,.. .,a,)-(b,,..., b,), if there exists an admissible p E S, such that a, = 
‘1 ptij. To the normal j-algebra (s, j, w) we associate [0(x,), . . . ,o(x,)], the 
equivalence class of (0(x1 ), . . . ,0(x,)). 
Remark 3.3. If (s, j, O) is equivalent to (;, j: G j, then [ w(xI ), . . . ,0(x,)] = 
[3(f,), . . . , i&i!,)]. In fact, if u is an orthogonal complex automorphism, one has 
44 = c and o( ja) = j(C). Thus a(x,) = aix”,tjl for some p E S,. Since a(~,) = 
a[ jxi, xi] = [ jo(xj), a(xi)l= af.fptiJ, then ai = 1 and being u orthogonal, 
‘(fp(ij) = o(xi). The previous lemma now implies that p is an admissible 
permutation, thus the assertion follows. 
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We next consider the question of whether (s, j, o) and (s, j, &) give rise to 
isometric Riemannian manifolds. 
Let S be a solvable Lie group such that its Lie algebra s is endowed with an 
almost comp!ex structure j and a linear form w turning (s, j, w) into a normal 
j-algebra. Then j defines a left-invariant almost complex structure which turns out 
to be integrable and the form o defines a left-invariant hermitian structure whose 
Kahler form @(x, y) = ti[x, y] is exact. Furthermore, it is proved in [7] that if 
( , ) is a left-invariant Kahler metric on S, that is, for x, y,z in s, 
(jx, jy) = (x, y) , ([x9 y], j4 + ([z, x], jy) + ([y. z], jx) = 0, 
then there exists a linear form q on s such that q[ jx, y] = (x, y). It is clear that 
given a left-invariant Kahler metric, realized by a form q, we can associate the 
r-tuple (a, . . . , q-(x,)), where xi is defined by the condition Ek( jx,) = Ski. In 
fact, we actually have the following proposition: 
PropoSition 3.4. There is Q op2e fcb ot2e correspondence bet;ueen isometr)l classes of 
left-invariant Kiihler metrics 012 (S, j) and r-tuples of positive real numbers, 
r = dimension of a. 
Proof. It was proved by Dorfmeister in [6j 
bijection between the set of homogeneous 
sponding to S and ([w’ )‘. However, for 
alternative algebraic proof of his result. 
rhat the previous correspondence is a 
Kahler metrics on the domain corre- 
completeness, we will give first an 
Let (a,,..., a,) be an r-tuple of positive real numbers and let q be the linear 
form defined by rl(xi) = ai, i = 1, . . . , r and q = 0 on the orthogonal complement 
of ja, with respect to a fixed admissible form w. We show next that q[ jx, y], for 
x, y in s, defines a IGihler metric. 
Since we may assume that o and ?I have the same 
q[ jx, y] = q[ jy, x] and qf jx, y] = .rl[ jjx, jy]. It remains 
q[jx,x]>O for x#O in s. 
Let x in s, then 
kernel (see Section 2), 
then only to show that 
dix. xl = 2 ([ix, x]T xi) = ([ jx, X], C Xi) > 
i i 
t7[ jx, x] = C ([ jx. X], xi) & . 
1 I 
0, 
It is not hard to verify, using the structure theorem, that ([ jx, x], xi) ZE 0, hence 
the assertion follows. To finish the proof we must recall that it was proved by 
Alekseevskii in [l] that two lel’t-invariant metrics g, ,g, in a split solvable Lie 
group S are isometric if and only if there exists an automorphism u of S such that 
& C’& = g,. In particular, if o and 6 are two admissible forms and (T is an 
orthogonal automorphism of s, then era = c. Moreover, D’Atri showed in [4] that 
the orthogonal complement of rt does not depend on the admissible form. Hence, 
by Lemma 3.1, u gives rise to a permutation p of (1,. . . , r> such that E,(,)G = E,. 
Furthermore, being a = ii, by using an appropriate power of O-, we may assume 
that tr is the identity on a. Then, if i = 1,. . . , r, 
9(X,) = iG[jXj, Xi] = c;i[jUjXj, o-jx,] = IltTjXill’ = IlXill~ = O(Xi) 
and the proposition follows. Cl 
Remark 3.5. Note that there is only one line through the origin in (Iw ’ )’ 
corresponding to Kahler Einstein metrics and this comes from positive multiples 
of the Bergman metric on the corresponding bounded domain (see [S]). 
Let (s, j, o) and (s, i, G) be two normal j-algebras with admissible forms o and 
fZ satisfying a = a”. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that there exists p E S, such that 
c1 
‘p(i) = &i; in particular, 
j&) = jxi and fPfi) = PiXi , 
w(fp(i)) 
pi = 
4Xi) l 
(1) 
Denote by ( , ) (respectively (( , >> ) the inner product given by w (respectively 
cii) and let 7 be the selfadjoint transformation such that t x, y >> = (TX, y ) , 
x,y E s. 
In any normal j-algebra the root . spaces are all pairwise orthogonal with respect 
to any admissible form (see Section 2). Thus by applying Remark 3.2, the same 
assertion holds when considering w and G (notice that the complex structures are 
varying). Hence r preserves the root-space decomposition. 
Next we prove that when the 
duction), then the w(Xi), i = 1, . . 
above shows that the sign of pi 
II II Xi '. 
normal j-algebra is irreducible (see the Intro- 
. , r have all the same sign. We notice that (1) 
depends on the sign of w(fPti,) since o(xi) = 
Lemma 3.6. Let (s, j, o), (s, j, a) be normal j-algebras such that a = ii and 
&i = ‘p(i), I-L E S,. Then: 
(1) If ~ (Ei + ej) is a root, then 0(x”,(i) )W(~~( j,) > 0. In particular, if (s, j, w) is 
irreducible, the o(.?$s have all the same sign. 
(2) Let 
‘Cxi> -- 
4 - (+) ’ 
i=l,...,r. 
Then on I+,~),~ one has 
1 
7= -- jj, rad z = i ad T 2 E n(F,-F,)/z * 
1 Fj = ’ 
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Proof. Let x E n,,, , F,),p i < j. Then, from the Kahler condition, 
([x, jx], x;) = ([jx,, x], jjx) + ([jx. jx,], j.4 = -(x,x> 
and similarly 
Note that if y E I+~,__~,),~ the integrability condition implies that [xi’ y] = jy, 
] ~~cj~, y] = jy. From (1) follows that 
jx = -jjjx = -~Xj, jx]= - 
1 1 
cl_ .71fp(j)y ix1 = ; jx 9 
I I 
and being the root spaces preserved by 7 one has T(x~) = h;Xi, Ai > 0, thus 
-(X,X) = f ([X, jx], Xi>> = -: Ai(X, X) l 
i I 
TO conclude the first part of the lemma we assume there exists .I C { 1, . . . , r> 
suchthat~,>O,iEJJCLi<O,iEJ’={1,...,r}-J.Then,sinceif~(&i~&j)isa 
root, the indices i, j are in either J or J’, 
U= C jn, + 2 (n,, + nA + 
I , - 
C qFieF,)~2 
iEJ iEJ i.lEJ.r<j 
is clearly a j-invariant subspace which is also C iEi jn, -invariant. Furthermore, it 
has a j-invariant and ciE J’ jn,,-invariant complement. given by 
u’ = C in,. + 2 (n,, + ll,iJ + 
I 
n(ei+E,)i2 - 
iEJ’ iEJ’ i. jEJ’.i<j 
Now, since q( jxk) = &, it follows that 
Furthermore, nonzero brackets may appear only when considering elements of u 
or u’, otherwise $ (q * &j) will be a root with i E J, j E J’. T:AS u and u’ are 
proper ideals unless J = 8 or J’ = (b. To prove the second assertion we analyze 
next the behavior of 7 on nE.,2. If x, y E np.,2, then 
I I 
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Since .Qi, = pix, and Al_; /w(_?Pc,I)) = pi one has 
([-y, Yl, 4 = k&x, Yl, &,J) * 
Now, from the Hhler condition, ([x, y], xi) = (x, jy ) , hence 
(x, jy) = &((x, Jy>> = &(x9 7Jly) v 
thus implying that, T = -( 1 /&)jj on n+. 
Let z E I+,,_,,),~ and let y E n+. Then, it IS not hard to verify that j[ z, y] = 
[z, jY] and fiz, y] = [z, jy]. Therefore, by the above characterization of 7, one 
obtains 
7[X, y] = -z ’ Ix, jjy] 
1 
= 3 [x, Ty] . 
I 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. Cl 
The following theorem answers a question posed by D’Atri. 
Theorem 3.7. Let (s, j, o) and (s, j, i3) be normal j-algebras. If (s, j, w) is 
irreducible, then there exists an automorphism (T such that oj = + jo. 
Proof. Since QL is conjugate to g by an automorphism of s there is no loss of 
generality in assuming a - & Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that if a = ii, 
then there exists a permutation p E S, s#uch that Ed = FPfkI. k = 1, . . u , r. 
According to Lemma 3.6 and changing j by -j if necessary we may assume 
x”,(i) = pixi with pi > 0, i = 1,. . . , r. We recall (see also Lemma 3.6) thb‘ 
w(xi) 
4 = Pi w(fpti,) ’ i=l,...,r. 
We show’ next that there exists an automorphism commuting with the complex 
structures. 
For that purpose define (T as follows 
trh = h , hEa; 
aX; = r_ciXi ‘) xi E n,, ; 
( ) pi l’?x (Tx= - 3 x E r-ci n(,,-, )/7 ; I 
’ Assuming (s, j) and (s, ~3 are normal j-algebras satisfying the conditions ZI = c, E, = F,, P, > 0. 
i=l,..., r. Yan da Zhao has recently obtained, by geometric methods. that they are equivalent 
(personal communication). 
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fii ( ) 
-l/2 
ax= --7 
Pi 
9 x-Ei,, l 
It is not hard to check, using (l), (2) and Lemma 3.6 that Ju = uj. We show 
next that u is an automorphism. 
If x E n, and h E a, then o[h, x] = a(h = [ok, OX]. 
If-x,j: E q,i-Fjj,2, y E n(Fj-Fs)121 then 
Pi ( ) 
112 
u[x, y + z] = jy [x7 Yl + Pilxy ‘1 7 
s 
I 
Em o(y + z)] = ( ~)1’2 (5)’ [X, y] ’ ( 5)“2 ( I.Lil.Li)1’2[X, Z] . 
I S I 
If x E n(,pj)/29 Y E nFj129 TY = cy, then, from Lemma 3.6 one has 
7[x, y]= 7 $ c4 [x y] 9 
i 
thus 
cr[x, y] = % ( ) 
112 
wj 
[XT y] = b-5 CYI l
If x,y (5 npp then ~[x, y] = ~Jx, y]. On the other hand, if TX = cx, 7y = dy, 
it then follows from the definition of o, 
[% uyl= ($‘*(f)“‘[x, yl. 
Now, using Lemma 3.6, 
(x9 iu) = i /x, jv) = &j (x7 jy) = & (x, jy) , 
k k 
thus I;;fcd = 1. 
IfxEn pk,2, y E nEr,, and TX = cx, sy = dy, then, 
U]x, y] = (E_Lk&)1’2[x, y] ; 
Now, if [x, y] #O, let z E niCEk_Fr) be such that ([x, y], jz) + 0. Then, by Lemma 
3.6, 
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Thus, 
i ([z, y], jx) = c&(T[z, y], jx> = c24&rl,([z~ Yl, jxl y 
showing that cd;,& = 1,. 
The proof of Theorem 3.7 is now complete. 0 
We note that, in particular, the previous theorem says that a given homoge- 
neous bounded domain D has only one complex structure with a split solvable 
simply transitive Lie group S of holomorphic isometries whose Lie algebra is an 
irreducible normal j-algebra. 
According to Pyatetskii-Shapiro two normal j-algebras are isomorphic if there 
exists an isomorphism commuting with the complex structures. The previous 
theorem says that if (s, j, o) is irreducible, then there are at most two isomorph- 
ism classes. In particular (s, j, i3) is irreducible for any pair (j, 6). 
Gorollarsy 3.8. Let (s, j, o) and (g, j, G) be normal j-algebras. If s is irreducible 
and F i2 isomorphic to s, then there exists a complex linear (or conjugate linear) 
isomorphism between (s, j, o) and (t, j, 6). 
Proof. If $ is a Lie algebra isomorphism between s and F, then (g, j, G) is 
equivalent to (q, +* j, +*G), where +*j= @-‘j+ and @*3 = 6+. Thus we may 
assume s = E 
By taking an automorphism sending a into i one may assume that a = 6 hence 
Theorem 3.7 applies. Cl 
Corollary 3.9. Let s be an irreducible normal j-algebra. The map (s, j, CO)+ 
[4x,), l - ’ ‘) o(x,)] gives a one to one correspondence between equivalence classes 
of triples (s, j, o) and equivalence classes of r-tuples of positive real numbers 
(compare Remark 3.3). 
Proof. According to Remark 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 we need to verify only that 
if [0(x1), . . . 9 4x,)] = [q&)7 - - l 7 iZ(x”,)], then the triples (s, j, o) and (g, j, G) 
are equivalent. We may assume that a = t% Let c,c E S, be such that gpCiJ = Ei and 
-&(I.) = ~iXi (see Remark 3.2). Since (s, j, o) is irreducible, there exists an 
automorphism u such that d-j = + jg. Furthermore, CT was constructed in Theorem 
3.7 satisfying a(~,) = fpCi), thus (7 is orthogonal and the corollary follows. Cl 
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